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the square inch, and the elastic limit shall not be less than 60 per cent of the tensile strength. The elongation shall not be less than 24 per cent in a test piece 8 inches long, and shall bend back upon itself cold without fracture. The section of the band shall be 5^ inch round. The thread shall be cold rolled, and shall be as strong as the body of the bolt. The washers shall be o. n inches thick, and the nuts shall run easily but not loosely on the thread.
Saddles.—The saddles shall be of best malleable cast iron of such shape as shall leave the entire band in a plane perpendicular to the' axis of the pipe. The strength shall be in excess of the bands. They shall be free from defects and shall fit closely upon the outside of the pipe.
Tongues.—The tongues shall be ij£ inches wide, and long enough to extend into the adjacent side staves when in place.
Construction.—The pipe when laid shall conform accurately to the stakes of the engineer. The staves shall break joints, and no joints in adjacent staves shall be nearer than 24 inches. The pipe when finished shall be round and smooth, both outside and in.
The bands shall be put on at right angles to the staves. The seam joints shall be made tight by frequent and thorough cinching of the bands. The butt joints shall be made tight by longitudinal driving of the staves, using wooden driving bars,
Coating.—The steel rods shall be coated with Asphalt after the manner specified for the iron pipe. Any spots where the coating has become damaged, after the bands are placed in the pipe, shall be thoroughly painted over. The nuts, washers and shoes shall be similarly treated. .
Spacing.—The band spacing shall be as given in the following table:

